XPS analysis was used to monitor the surface evolution of alumina powders exposed to different conditions, as shown in Figure S1 . Using the best-fit peak analysis, several spectral signatures present in the XPS peaks could be, tentatively, assigned to various aluminum oxides and hydroxides. As-received powder exhibits surface deposit attributed to the absorbed atmospheric gases, associated with the lower-energy carbon peak. Examination of O 1s spectra shows that exposed to atmosphere powder exhibits some degree of hydroxylation, as evidenced by the interplay of the oxidic and hydroxidic peaks reported by Lefèrve and coauthors 37 . Drying the hydrated powder at 40 o C overnight reduces the amount of the absorbed gas, decreases the hydroxidic component, and leads to the overall homogenization of the surface. Ethanol-modified powder exhibits a single-peak oxygen spectrum, providing further evidence of the effective removal of surface deposit observed by the BF TEM.
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